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Editor`s note
This month’s newspaper is dedicated to the month of 
April and May.

This month’s newspaper focuses on educational news 
from around the world on Provides the latest in kids 
movies and is full of information for our students.

Finally, you will have small snippets of stories and fun 
activities christmas related. Don’t forget to also 
complete the quizzes and challenges on the last page! 

We hope you love this month’s edition of the SBS 
Newspaper and we hope you have had a wonderful 
summer full of happiness and relax for the new school 
year. 

As always we would like to say thank you for your 
participation and for always being there and as always, 
enjoy the reading! 

The Sierra Bernia School News Team



                         
                    

The conflict in Eastern Ukraine has 
destroyed, damaged or closed 750 
schools, disrupting access to 
education for thousands of 
children. There are many children 
too scared to attend and 
distressed by the presence of 
armed soldiers in and around their 
school. The militaries on both 
sides have targeted schools, using 
them as bases. One month into 
the war, approximately 4.3 million 
children have been displaced, one 
of the fastest large-scale 
displacements of children since 
World War II.

Continuing education 

Chinese students start going to class during the 
epidemic.
More than 200 million chinese 
students have started online 
classes. Students that  physically 
attend class on-campus are 
required to have their temperature 
taken throughout the day and wear 
protective masks except when 
outdoors or in low-risk environments 
and eat separately from each other.

ACROSS THE WORLD
APRIL



Schools still closed due to Covid-19
Schools in 23 countries and with more than 400 million students 
are still partially or fully closed because of Covid. The charity, 
Unicef, estimates 147 million children have missed at least half 
of their in-person schooling. Some vulnerable children, 
especially girls, have not returned to those schools that have 
reopened. While children have been less vulnerable to the most 
serious health effects of coronavirus, their life has been turned 
upside down by the school closures of the pandemic.

Free school meals for the youngest kids in 
Wales

About 180,000 children will benefit from extending free 
school meals to primary school pupils in Wales. They 
said that the universal free school meals programme
 would be fully operational by September 2024.
 The union has warned some schools would 
struggle to be ready by this autumn. The 
conservatives said it was wrong to give 
free meals “to the children of millionaires.

BY JIABO



No masks during class anymore!

Children from Ukraine getting educated in 
other countries because of the war.

Children are moving away from the 
war in Ukraine to be save, but 
being saved are not only refugees 
in other countries where you are 
not in danger, actually Ukraine’s 
children are having a normal life in 
other countries counting with 
education. Ukraine’s people are 
continuing education in high 
schools and schools, learning and 
continuing with their life. 

From a few weeks ago  masks 
are optional during class so you 
can decide to put them or not. 
Children are still wearing masks 
to protect themselves from 
coronavirus others have 
decided to not wear masks at 
all due to the long time of 
having to wear them and also 
the heat.ñ

ACROSS THE WORLD
MAY



School receives 4 billion dollars 
to make the world better by 

investing the money in 
educational programmes 

across the world in the world’s 
poorest countries’ we can make 
the best future humanity’ said 

Boris Johnson.

BY JIABO

Summit raises 4 billion dollars for school 
despite aid row

130 million of girls with no access to school

There are an estimated 
130 million girls between 

the ages of 6 and 17 out of 
school. 15 million primary 

school girls will likely never 
enter a classroom in their 
lifetime. This is a fact for 
many countries and is a 

topic that is not being 
discussed enough. 



Easter month April

The month of April received 
the name due to April being 
dedicated to the Greek 
goddess of love, Aphrodite. 
This dedication was in the 
year 700 BC. April takes its 
name from the Latin word 
‘aperire’, meaning ‘to open’ 
because it opens the door to 
spring just like flowers. do in 
spring.

In Spain, colour reigns supreme during spring and early 
summer. Spain’s vegetation wakes up throughout the 
country with places such Jaén where you can see the 
beautiful cherry trees. Fields full of lavender in 
Guadalajara, almond trees in Gran Canaria, blankets of 
white and pink in Mallorca, fields of sunflowers in 
Burgos, poppy red fields in Toledo and plum blossom 
day in Nanda, la Rioja, are charming and amazing 
places to visit  in April.



BY SAHIL

April is an ideal time of year to visit Spain. The weather is 
warm and sunny, but not too hot to enjoy the many outdoor 
activities that cities across the country have to offer. Cities 
such as Sevilla, Malaga and Madrid are really awesome 
places to visit because of their Easter events. Sevilla is a 
good place to go because it’s known for its Holy Week events. 
Malaga is a great place to go because its known for its 
Semana Santa celebrations. Madrid is also a good place to 
visit because it is bustling with events throughout the month of 
April.
Barcelona is also worth the 
visit because Barcelona is one 
of the most romantic cities due 
to the Saint Jordi festival 
which is similar to Valentine’s 
Day held on April 23. Many 
people wonder why Easter is 
celebrated in the month of 
April and the reason is 
shocking. Easter is celebrated 
because Jesus Christ’s death 
and resurrection occurred at 
the time of Jewish Passover, 
which was celebrated on the 
first full moon which fell in 
April and has been celebrated 
at this time ever since.



MAY

Why May is called May?

Well, May is called May 
because of the Roman 
goddess of fertility called 
Maia, who oversaw the 
growth of plants. Maia 
was considered an earth 
goddess, which explains 
the connection with the 
spring term month.

Where does the word May come from?
The fifth month of the Gregorian calendar, May, 
is defined as “the fifth month of the year, 
containing 31 days.” Got it. But where did this 
name come from?
The name for the month of May—along with the 
rest of the months of the year—comes from 
Latin. We can thank the Romans, from 
emperors to popes, for instituting the modern 
calendar.



Firstly, the average temperature in Alicante in 
May is of 23,3ºC,so it will start to be hot.The 
activities you can do on May are the following:
Spain to Portugal Zip Line is one of the places 
more demanding in May because as it is not 
cloudy, you can see the whole passage there is 
between these 2 incredible countries.

The other activity and my favorite is sailing 
around the Balearic Islands. This trip shows you 
the clear water there is on the precious islands of 
the Mediterranean Sea. I recommend a family trip 
like this which you should do for a couple of days.

WHAT TO DO IN MAY

BY:ÓSCAR BY OSCAR



Mother’s day 

Mother's Day is a 
celebration honoring the 
mother of the family or 
individual, as well as 

motherhood, maternal 
bonds, and the influence 
of mothers in society. It 
is celebrated on different 

days in many parts of 
the world, most 

commonly in the months 
of March or May.

1. Mother’s Day is the biggest flower buying day of the year in 
Britain

2.In the UK, around thirty million cards are sent on Mother’s Day
 
3.Mother’s Day is celebrated in 46 countries around the world, 
including Bangladesh,  

4.More calls are made on Mother's Day than any other day of the 
year.

5.Mothers day dates back to ancient greece.

facts about mother’s day 



Once the night starts (9:15) they can eat and 
have delicious food enjoyed with their families or 

loved ones and have a great time.
Also they can’t smoke or reproduce with their 

husband / wife during this time.

Ramadán 

Starts: 1april 
Finishes: 1 may 

Ramadán, the ninth month of the Islamic calendar, is 
one of the most sacred times for Muslims. during this 
month, Muslims observe a strict daily fast from dawn 
until sunset . They aren’t allowed to eat or drink, not 

even water, during these daylight hours.



8 ways to boost your health in just 10 
minutes during the exams

1. Use your muscles while the kettle boils 
While the morning orange juice then use the time to work 
some muscles. Then of doing your own juice you could do 
some push-ups. Then you could rest another minute sitting 
down and taking your juice.

2. Stand up 
Studies indicate that standing up helps a little bit more 
than sitting down. Every little part counts. How about 
standing up every time you have a call at house or work. 
You won’t realise just how many steps you take, even if it’s 
around the office block.

4. Stretch 
Stretching is a good thing to do 
regularly sitting for long periods 
of time can leave our bodies 
uncomfortable, make us less 
productive and isn’t good for 
health. Doing some simple 
stretches whenever is possible

3. Drink a glass of water 
Dehydration can have severe problems all over 
your organs but more importantly the brain. 
Hydration is aswell important for normal 
digestion, temperature control, brain function 
and many other important things for the body.



8 ways to boost your health in just 10 
minutes during the exams

5. Eat some protein 
Protein is a very important part of our bodies. Including foods like 
eggs, chickpeas, yoghurt, nuts and seeds - this is good for recovering 
from injuries, lower blood pressure, good bone health and greater 
muscle strength and mass.

6. Excercise in ad breaks 
If you can’t make it to the gym, or would just rather slouch in front of 
the telly, why not get the best of both worlds?
When you are watching your favorite series or film you could take ad 
breaks and excercise during them.

7. Move while the bath runs 
As you wait for the bath to fill up,some  suggests 
you go up and down your stairs as many times as 
possible. If you don’t have you could go to the 
garden to run all in the house without breaking 
anything.

8. Get some sunshine 
Vitamin D helps keep bones, teeth and muscles 
healthy, among other important things for good 
general health – and the body creates it from 
exposure to direct sunlight when outdoors, when 
there’s sufficient conditions.



NAVARRA TRIP

The students arrived tired to 
navarra and started off with an 
hour of presentations about 
invasive species in Spain from 
other groups. Furthermore our 
students had delicious pinchos at 
the end of the day.

Sierra Bernia Students Maria Cortés, 
Carla Kowalski and Lucia Rodenas 
travelled to Navarra this past 1st of 
June  for 3 days to the SudIAS at the 
university in Navarra.
There were students from all over 
Spain, including Navarra. 

Our students noticed that navarra 
is all flat, it doesn’t contain any 
mountains.



NAVARRA TRIP
Fun Fact : Mr 
Allan sang Single 
Ladies on the 
way there and the 
girls loved the car 
ride. 

Our students went 
fishing after their 

hard work, for some 
enjoyment. They 
were electrode 

fishing. They learnt 
about native fish and 

how to spot an 
invasive species. 

They even touched 
fish with their bare 

hands!

The second day was filled 
with a good balance of 
work and fun activities. 

The morning was all about 
the university and the day 

were our students 
presented their 

presentation. After eating 
our students went up on 

stage 

Where our students 
presented their topic to all 

on the grey squirrel as a 
possible invasive species in 

Spain. 

To conclude the event, the 
dean of the university 

gave out the prizes to the 
winning students. 



Why football is the best sport in 
the world!

BY GONZALO

The are people who debate what the most popular sport in the world is.
Many people think basketball ball or American football are the best 
sport but here are some reasons  why football is the best sport.

Passion sounding the 
Sport

No matter where you watch 
football match, one thing never 
changes,that ore thing is the 
passion that everyone contains 
for football.
Regardless of  what part of the 
world you are in, the passion
for the sport remains the same.
The same passion that is seen
in homes is seen in the stadium.

Rivalry Matches

One of the test times during each
football season is when two bitter rivals
face off against each other.
these rivalry matches are separate
from the crosstown derby matches, but
they create the same hate and passion
the opposing club.
In each rivalry match played in
world football, the impetus of the
players from both teams increase.

No age limit

In world football, there are no
age requirements for players to
take the pitch.
Once a club thinks a player is
ready to play first-team, they will
throw that player out on the pitch.

Dramit Announcers

World football rarely gets criticized
for its  announcers of quality 
play-by- play announcers.
Announcers make football more 
dramatic
and more emotional.



EASTER
WHEN DOES IT OCCUR?
It can occur any time between March 22nd and April 25th, this year 
happens Sunday, April 17th.The day is celebrated by Christians 
through the world. Many people go to church on Sunday to celebrate 
the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
Unfortunately this year this will be harder but you can always go to the 
beach and do outdoor activities, it is the best time of the year to do 
so. 

WHAT DO THEY RECREATE?
It celebrates their belief in the resurrection, or the rising from the 
dead, of Jesus Christ. Jesus was the founder of the religion of 
Christianity. Easter is always observed on a Sunday in the spring, but 
its date varies.

WHAT DO CHRISTIANS EAT?
Chocolates and bunnies around Spain, these are not the typical treats 
eaten at Easter. Torrijas, which are like a Spanish version of French 
toast, are usually eaten around this time. Bueñuelos – small 
doughnut-like balls – and pestiños – crunchy fritters – are also 
considered Easter sweets. The Mona de Pascua is a type of Easter 
cake found mostly in Catalonia and Valencia.

FROM WHERE DO PEOPLE COME FROM?
All throughout Semana Santa (Holy Week), people come from all over 
the country and take to the streets to watch or participate in religious 
processions.

HOW DO PEOPLE DRESS LIKE?
The parades are usually a solemn affair, with mourning women 
dressed in black and wearing mantillas (lace veils), carrying candles 
following the floats accompanied by bands playing traditional religious 
music.

BY FERRAN



● 4 whole eggs
● 2 eggs whites 

beaten
● 150 g of sugar
● 5 g of yeast
● 150 g of flour
● 20 g of almond 

flour
● 50 g of butter

INSTRUCTIONS INGREDIENTS

BY ÓSCAR

easter “mona”

I.Beat the whole eggs and sugar 
together in a large bowl.
II.Mix the regular flour and yeast 
together in a separate bowl.
III.Gradually add the mixture of flour 
and yeast through a sieve (to avoid 
lumps) to the egg and sugar mixture.
IV.Stir continuously while slowly add 
the almond flour.
V .In a separate bowl, start whisking the 
egg whites until they become thick 
enough to form peaks.
VI.Once you notice the peaks, add the 
50g of sugar and whisk some more.
VII.Blend in the flour and egg mixture.
Pour the final mix into a greased and 
flour-sprinkled cake mould.
VIII.Place in the oven at 180 ºC for 
40-45 minutes.
IX.While waiting for the cake to bake, 
stir and melt the chocolate and butter 
together.
X.Remove the cake, allow to cool, and 
then cut in half horizontally.
XI.Spread the jam filling along the 
inside of the cake. 
XII.Attach the two halves together 
again.
XIII.Cover the cake with the melted 
XIV.chocolate, allow to cool.
Sprinkle on the powdered sugar and 
colorful sprinkles!

RECIPE ROAST
APRIL



 Flour - 350 g
 Sugar - 130 g
 Egg (protein) - 1 pc.
 Salt (a pinch)
 Butter (softened) - 200 
g
 Baking powder - 0.5 
tsp.
 Walnuts (or peanuts) - 
70-80 g
 Vanilla sugar - 0.5 
packet.

･Mix softened butter, egg (leave 
a little egg for lubrication), salt, 
sugar, vanilla sugar, baking 
powder.  Beat for a couple of 
minutes, it is desirable that the 
sugar dissolves.

•Add flour, knead the dough.  
Perhaps it will stick a little, but 
you should not add a lot of flour. 
Put the dough in the refrigerator 
for 30 minutes.  It will cool down, 
so it will be easier to work with it.

•Then roll out the dough on a 
table generously sprinkled with 
flour.  Roll out about 6-7 mm 
thick.

･Bake in a preheated oven at 
200 degrees for about 10-12 
minutes.  Don't overdo it!!!  The 
cookies should not brown too 
much.

RECIPE ROAST shortbread cookies

MAY

INSTRUCTIONS INGREDIENTS



Home Movies Series Originals My work

Cobra Kai

WE RECOMMEND…

First Sunday

Cobra kai is a series that is based on 
the movie “karate kid”, I recommend 
you watch karate kid first because it 
continues the story, it’s a series 
about 2 kids that loved to practice 
fighting so they made their own 
clubs which led to a lot of 
arguments.

Durell and LeeJohn decide to steal 
money from a nearby church to pay for 
their debts. However, things change 
when an unknown individual seizes the 
loot first.
They get trapped inside the church 
clueless, and a special talk with one of 
the religious followers changes both of 
their lives forever.

#
#
#
#
#


Home Movies Series Originals My list

Rescued by Ruby

Free Rein

In free rein, a summer in the English countryside is just 
what 15-year-old Zoe needs after the strain of family and 
friend drama over the past year. Along with her mom, 
Maggie, and her little sister, Rosie , Zoe leaves Los 
Angeles for the tiny island off the coast of England where 
her grandfather lives, excited for some quiet time and 
relaxing . To her surprise, though, there's plenty of drama 
awaiting her there, starting with her inexplicable 
connection to the local stable's rebellious stallion, Raven, 
and continuing with the ensemble of residents and 
employees frequenting the area. As Zoe makes new 
acquaintances, she discovers among them friends, 
enemies, and swirling secrets that hide true intentions.

Ruby is a hyperactive dog which has been adopted 
many times by different families, but always later 
returned due to an inability to train or control her. 
Rhode Island state trooper Daniel O'Neil has 
dreamed of joining the K-9 search and rescue team 
of the state police. However, he has been rejected 7 
times and he only has one last chance to qualify 
before he turns 30.
The story then follows Dan's attempts to train Ruby, 
their failures and their successes. They both are 
high-energy, enthusiastic and have to discover how 
to work together effectively.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#


Home Movies Series Originals My work

Demon slayer

WE RECOMMEND…

Troll hunters: 
Tales of Arcadia 

demon slayer (kimetsu no yaiba) is a 
series about a boy called Tanjiro who 
is a demon slayer . His family gets 
killed by the demons and he has to 
travel to every exciting adventure 
with his younger sister nezuko turned 
into a demon

This series is about a An ordinary boy 
finds a magic amulet that chooses him 
to be a Trollhunter, a guardian that 
defends the world of humans and the 
secret world of trolls. Jim Lake Jr. is an 
ordinary kid with a busy Mom and a 
yearning to have more adventure in his

#
#
#
#
#


Home Movies Series Originals My list

Red notice

Sonic: the 
hedgehog 2

After settling in Green Hills, Sonic is eager to prove that 
he has what it takes to be a true hero. His test comes 
when Dr. Robotnik returns with a new partner, Knuckles, 
in search of a mystical emerald that has the power to 
destroy civilizations. Sonic teams up with his own 
sidekick, Tails, and together they embark on a globe 
trotting journey to find the emerald before it falls into the 
wrong hands.

Red Notice is a movie about heists. Two art thieves 
and an FBI profiler are on a hunt for valuable pieces 
of art. Booth and The Bishop are on the cross ends 
of getting their hands on Cleopatra's bejewelled 
eggs while Hartley the profiler trying to redeem 
himself in the eyes of the law.

#
#
#
#
#
#
#


REVIEWED

This beautiful restaurant is 
located in Alfaz Del Pi, Avenida 
Europe 19. This restaurant is 
good if you like to eat traditional 
chinese food and you could go 
with your friends and family. It's a 
buffet style so you can eat a 
much a you want. 

Why should I go?

You should go there because the food is well cooked and the 
staff there is very kind and nice. It is very clean and you could 
have as many free drinks as you want.

Fun Facts
If your an adult then 
you’ll have to pay 12€ but 
if your a kid then 8€ so 
you can get everything.I 
recommend choosing 
the fry rice and french 
fries, they are so 
delicious. If you want a 
dessert then there is a lot 
of varieties.

NI HAO 



REVIEWED

BY JIABO

It is located in Altea (Av 
Valencia 6).
It is a very good time to go 
on friday night with your 
friends, family or your 
boyfriend/girlfriend. It is the 
best aurang(in my opinion) 
and has a price range of 8 
to 20£.

Why should I go there ?
You should go to the 
restaurant because the 
pizza and their pasta are 
delicious and very well 
cooked. If you want to try 
traditional Italian food then 
this is the ideal place to go!

What should I try ?
There is a lot of varieties 
of pizza but the one that i 
always choose is the 
pepperoni one because it 
has the the ok amount of 
pepperoni in the pizza 
and it is the right 
temperature.

IL TIMONE EXPRESS 



Video-game Review
In Sky, players begin as a child of 
light, seeking fallen stars — the 
ancestral spirits of the realms. 
Players fly across cloudy 
dreamlike spaces, solving puzzles 
cooperatively and socializing 
within an enchanting world. While 
solo play is possible, Sky shines 
when fellow players work 
together. This game is for all ages 
and is helpful to make friends, to 
communicate and to relax. You 
can play Sky for a lot of hours by 
collecting wings that are used for 
flying and spirits for unlock more 
clothes. After you collect all the 
wings you go to the place name 
"Eden" where you need to die 
there, but don't worry you reborn 
after and you do part of it again.

( ALL AGES )

APRIL



Videogame Review BY ANFISA

Manhunt 2 is a psychological horror stealth 
video game published by Rockstar Games. 
Players assume the role of Daniel Lamb in a 
third-person perspective while at some 
points they instead control the villain Leo 
Kasper. Although different in appearance and 
personality, both have similar controls. As 
with the original game, the primary gameplay 
mechanic is stealth execution, whereby the 
player character must approach an enemy 
from behind, undetected, and kill them.There 
are three 'levels' of execution, with each level 
progressively more violent and graphic than 
the last; Level 1 (Hasty) executions are quick 
and not very bloody, Level 2 (Violent) are 
considerably more gory, and Level 3 
(Gruesome) are over-the-top. The player is 
entirely in control of which level they use; 
once the player has locked onto an enemy, 
the lock-on reticule changes color over time 
to indicate the level; white (level 1), yellow 
(level 2), and, finally, red (level 3). When 
playing on PC or Wii while doing the 
executions, there is a quick time event which 
lists down certain moves that either the 
mouse or Wii Controller must move or by 
pressing a certain button at a specific time in 
order to finish the execution. If it does not 
finish in the specific time, it will stop the 
execution and skip the execution completely, 
although the player still kills the person.



Video-game Review
DLS (Dream League Soccer) 
2022 puts you in the heart of the 
action with a fresh look and 
brand new features! Build your 
dream team and take to the field 
against the world’s best soccer 
clubs! Rise through 8 divisions 
whilst enjoying full 3D 
motion-captured player 
moves,immersive in game 
commentary,team 
customizations and much more, 
The beautiful game has never 
been so good!
You can play Dls 2022 on 
iPhone,android and Pc and is 
free to play.  
BUILD YOUR DREAM TEAM

Sign top superstar players such 
as Kevin De Bruyne and Sergiño 
Dest to create your own dream 
team!  Perfect your style, 
develop your players and take on 
any team that stands in your way 
as you progress through the 
ranks.  Upgrade your stadium 
with world-class facilities as you 
head to the Legendary Division.  
do you have what it takes.
It feels you are the owner of the 
club.

( ALL AGES )

May



Videogame Review BY Gonzalo

SMASHY ROAD: You are 
WANTED!  Take your driving to 
new heights!  Master and 
unlock all 90 vehicles.  Race 
through the desert, grasslands 
and city or encounter SECRET 
areas with great rewards!  
Escape the POLICE, SWAT, 
ARMY JEEPS and TANKS!  
How long can you last?  Hit the 
road and see if you can beat 
your friends' high score on the 
online leaderboards! 
 FEATURES - 90 vehicles to 
unlock!! 
 - Randomly generated 
environment with a chance to 
encounter secret locations
 - All vehicles have their own 
behavior.  Find your favourite!
  - Stunning visuals and 
sounds.



THE SPANISH CORNER
Duermo en una cama,
que jamás se arruga,
de todas las hierbas, 
prefiero las lechugas,
tengo orejas largas,

cola diminuta,
si echamos carrera, 

gano sin disputa.
Que es?

Se celebra en 
primavera, 
tienes que 

buscar 
huevos.

Que festivo  
es?



THE SPANISH CORNER

Había una vez un niño llamado Juan, que 
abrío un regalo que le dio sus padres en 
su cumple. El abrio el regalo y sus padres 
le regalaron un perro pequeño y muy 
mono

El regalo

Juan y el perro se hicieron amigos para 
siempre, ellos jugaban, dormían comían y 
hacían todas las cosas juntas. Hasta que un 
dia el perro se perdió y Juan se puso muy muy 
triste 

Pero por la noche en el mismo día 
el perro volvió pero con una pelota 
y el perro le gustaba la pelota 
porque era grande y azul. Juan 
estaba muy nervioso porque no 
encontraba al perro pero después 
se puso muy feliz y los dos vivieron 
una vida muy feliz. Fin



MONTHLY INTE RVIEW
Here in Sierra Bernia 
School, we have been 
interviewing students to 
see if the use of iPad, 
which they have been 
using for some years are 
doing good in education 
and causing good and 
comfortable sensation. 
Here I have a compilation 
of some answers and 
questions proposed to 
students: 

3 - It’s easier to carry iPads 
or normal school books?
Students think the IPad is a 
better resource to move with, 
even though students still think 
that using books is easier .

4 - Do you think that an IPad 
is a better resource to use 
during class? 
Yes, because you have the 
luxury of entering internet and 
search for doubts that you 
have instead of interrupting the 
teachers. That’s what people 
which uses IPads to study says. 

5 - In your opinion are IPads 
very distracting during class?
Yes people use websites or 
apps which they are not 
allowed to use during class and 
distract them which gets them 
into trouble when they are 
caught. 

MONTHLY INTE RVIEW
Using iPads for School

1 - What’s the best thing about 
using iPads ?
Everyone said that it was easier to 
work with and to access to special 
educational apps and to the internet.

2 - What’s the worst thing about 
using IPads if class? 
People mostly get distracted and 
enter in distracted apps however 
there are people whose eyes gets 
tired. 

GET TO KNOW US



MONTHLY INTE RVIEWMONTHLY INTE RVIEW
Using iPads for School

3 - It’s easier to carry iPads 
or normal school books?
Students thinks IPad is a better 
resource to move with, even 
though students still thinks that 
using books is easier .

4 - Do you think that an IPad 
is a better resource to use 
during class? 
Yes because you have the 
luxury to enter internet and 
search for doubts that you 
have instead of interrupting the 
teachers. That’s what people 
which uses IPads to study says. 

5 - In your opinion are IPads 
very distracting during class?
Yes people use websites or 
apps which they are not 
allowed to use during class and 
distract them. 

6 - Do you think that an IPad is 
a better resource to use 
during class? 
Yes because you have the luxury 
to enter internet and search for 
doubts that you have instead of 
interrupting the teachers. That’s 
what people which uses IPads to 
study says. 

7 - In your opinion are IPads 
very distracting during class?
Yes people use websites or apps 
which they are not allowed to 
use during class and distract 
them which also gets them into 
trouble when they always get 
caught. 

8 - What do you think we 
should do to make iPads less 
distracting ? 
They want to try to block apps 
that are not allowed like this 
proper will get less distracted. 
Apps like social media and Video 
games. That’s what nearly all 
people said. 

9 - What’s the opinion 
about the restrictions of 
using IPads? 
Year 9 told that it was very 
useful during classes, less 
people get distracted.

10 - Do you find a 
problem charging the 
iPads before school? 
3 people said yes because 
they didn’t have time and 
because of sometimes he 
forgot about the charger 
in someone’s or other 
house like dad or mother 
however students sill 
doesn’t find a problem to 
charge their iPads.

11 - Do you find iPads 
better than normal 
school books? Why ? 
Most of people find it 
better than school books 
it’s better equipped in 
term of education and it’s 
easy to use and control 
and nearly never people 
forget about it. 

BY ALEJANDRO



Miss Hannah
How old are you?
 I am 31 years old

What songs do you listen to 
motivate yourself?

Any pop music like happy pop 
music and I love motivational 

speeches

What made you become a 
teacher in Sierra Bernia 

School?
Because I have been told that is 
is a great school with wonderful 

kids and positive working 
environment and also I have 

been told that this is going to be 
my happy place

What did you like the most 
about the school when you 

came here for the first time?
The fact that people smile and 

everyone was kind to me

What was your first lesson like 
and how were you feeling?
Year 3 and it was challenging 

cause I didnt know their names 
but it wa since because they 

introduced themselves and there 
were very friendly and they 

seemed excited

GET TO KNOW US
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History
1: in what years the Moroccan crises occur?
A)1905-1906.      B)1910-1911
2: What is nationalism?
3: When did the ww1 start?
4: When did the ww1 finish?

Geography:
1: What is a earthquake?
2: What is globalization?
3: What is a hazard?
4: When was the last 
earthquake that 
happened in Italy?

Maths
1:2/11+3/11=
2:43+67=
3: 1245-456=
4 : 3447+64747=

English
1: What is narrative writing 
2: What is a metáphor?
3: What is the purpose of a 
newspaper?
4: What is a trouble 
writing?

 Science:
1: Explain what is the 
greenhouse effect 
2: What are the units for 
measuring electricity?
A) current .   B) voltage?
3: What is friction?
4: What is photosynthesis?



Respuesta del Spanish  Corner   -  APRIL
1: Un conejo
2: Pascua

Maths:     1: 5/11        2: 110        3: 789       4: 68194
EnglIsh:  
1- a figure of speech that describes something 
2-Narrative writing is, essentially, story writing. A narrative can 
be fiction or nonfiction
3-inform the people from non-fiction activities occurring 
around the world. 
4-main content of a book, magazine, web page.
Geography:
1: An earthquake is an intense shaking of Earth's surface. 
2: Globalization is the word used to describe the growing 
interdependence of the world's economies
3: any source of potential damage, harm or adverse health 
effects on something or someone.
4: 24 August 2016
Science: 
1: is the way in which heat is trapped close to Earth's surface
2: (b)
3: a force between two surfaces that are sliding, or trying to 
slide, across each other
4: the process by which plants use sunlight, water, and carbon 
dioxide to create oxygen and energy in the form of sugar
History:
1: (a) 
2: when the citizens think that their country is the best country 
and thinks that are going to win the war 
3: 1914 
4: 1918

QUIZNATION ANSWERS
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